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A scarlet thread and clashing kingdoms

Nisan-Iyar, a portion of the first and second month on the Biblical lunisolar calendar.
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Here, you can read this year’s Barley Abib reports and other Scriptural indicators that affirm we
are currently in the second month. I cover the difference between Josephus’s witness of the

Nisan Sun in Aries in his days and the Sun’s current position in Aries in the second month in
our days, in the first 10 minutes of this video.

Content

On the calendar of early Iyar, we see the redemption of Rahab and her household noted this
Friday, at which time Nehemiah finished restoring Jerusalem’s walls also. As the bride’s
redemption draws near and kingdoms clash in the spiritual and natural realm, ruling
scepters are exchanged in favor of those walking closely in the Lord’s footsteps. With the
barley harvest in Israel in full swing, we see its promising reflections in Scripture and in the
heavens. The Lord lovingly beckons us to fully surrender, trust, and obey him as we move
forward into our eternal inheritance.

Heavenly signs for this weekend’s high watch. This sabbath could mark the commemoration
of David’s priestly strengthening, as recorded in 1 Samuel 21. We can discern the
resemblance with the Swedish boy’s vision concerning the training and equipping of the
Lord’s end times harvesters, modelled by David and his men.

The purposefully planned wedding of William and Kate on April 29th, 2011, mirrored the
heavens above them. A similar picture unfolds in the heavens this weekend, amidst heavy
warfare, at the start of Noah’s ark days.

Heavenly signs May 1st – May 9th

Update April 25th: Matters of our heart. To surrender more fully and renew our strength by his
leading.

Resources about the key topics marked on the calendar. Rather than writing everything out,
you can search by topic, as led. I will cover the key topics in an upcoming video also.

The main message of this article, as always, is to be ready spiritually, for the Lord is at the
door.

He will come shortly, to rescue his overcomers and the innocent in Christ, but also to
discipline the lukewarm, the wayward, and the lost to wholeheartedly repent, trust and obey

Him.

April 28-30

Walking along the heavenly red carpet this weekend

Including alignments regarding a possible fulfillment of the Swedish boy’s vision

https://www.abibofgod.com/2023-abib-reports
https://www.abibofgod.com/_files/ugd/1568d5_5ab9d36e6c5c4c1989a90c9cec960ca3.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBnbEygXPZM
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/left-behind-and-covid19-info/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cvfZAmNwQaEsyXDfXGtuWasa3n8e7WTf/view
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2023/01/15/exodus-2-0-is-upon-us-repent-trust-and-obey/
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As shared prior, the boy’s vision speaks of a Friday morning gathering of the Lord’s end times
harvesters (Revelation 14:4) at 7:00 Swedish time, final warnings being issued on the
subsequent Saturday, and a Sunday first departure (rapture), as I understand it.

I have written about the Swedish boy’s vision before, here.
A word-for-word translation of the boy’s vision can be reviewed here, a synopsis here (Tim Foster)
To also consider: a past video and accompanying set of study notes by Tim Foster on the topic, plus a
flanking prophetic dream about the training of the harvesters. This group is also found in 2 Esdras, as
Tim Foster explains in this video and the set of accompanying study notes.
Here, in this prophetic word by Julie Wedbee, you can read more about the different groups of bridal
believers.
Note, if you watch the video of the young Swedish boy’s vision, you will hear the Father speak about
‘Friday the 30th of March’. His son only speaks only of a Friday-Sunday timeframe, without
mentioning a month or date; this was added by the father.

Enemy wedding planners | ‘As above, so below’
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https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2021/12/13/the-light-of-the-world-departs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIwO5F5QkPM
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kjzhSUvemwcqO9RXrIsxWyskAQZUkdhS/view
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2021/12/13/the-light-of-the-world-departs/#:~:text=Notes%C2%A0and-,video,-about%20the%20Swedish
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CEOI3MBqPJkuLD269qFleHr6F7nj6qQn/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ND5iaXGSFIAGgEyEC8IzeO6XI9WkOc0r/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caywFEzS6_U
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I1AWhvuFCZ3kckhzV3V7-8FP0C20Th9y/view
https://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2019/05/first-fruits-governing-body-and-choices.html?m=1
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In this article, I describe why the royal wedding of William and Kate was purposefully
scheduled to take place on April 29th 2011 at 11:11 on the restored Cosmati Pavement in

Westminster Abbey during the spring satanic ‘High Days’. In short, the earthly wedding of the
satanic elite’s hopeful reflected the Sun’s alignment with Aries’ head star Hamal and the Moon’s

red carpet stride of redemption in Pisces, underneath the Great Square of Pegasus.

This Friday, the Sun will align with Aries’ head star Hamal in the Bridegroom’s yearly trajectory,
at which time the Moon bride approaches Leo’s harvest sickle and enters the Shiloh

constellation, the representation of heavenly Jerusalem. On April 29th, the Moon aligns with the
scepter star Regulus (ruler), reflective of Esther 5:2 and Genesis 49:10.

A promising picture and call to arm up and pray!

The constellations Aries and Pisces explained.

Worldly kingdoms and perishing crowns

Babylon is fallen!

1 / 12

https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2022/03/10/post-scriptum/
https://heavensspeak.blogspot.com/2009/11/aries-blessings-consummated.html
http://heavensspeak.blogspot.com/2009/11/pisces_22.html
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Babylon’s 70 years will likely formally end with Charles’ coronation after Second Passover,
coinciding with the penumbral lunar eclipse in Libra, the altar of redemption. It is my

understanding that Charles serves as a placeholder for his eldest son, the anti-christian son-type
of the coming unholy trinity. Let us not be tempted to choose or follow worldly kingdoms,

rulers, perishing crowns or temporary rewards and inheritances.

Our hearts and eyes are focussed on the Lord!

Daniel 9:24 Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people (years of weeks, marked by the platinum
jubilee since the Queen’s first official engagement as Colonel of the Guards in 1942). She serves as a type
of Europa, the woman riding the beast. and upon thy holy city, to finish the transgression, and to make an
end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal
up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy.

Draconic plans enveloped in angelic faces | Babylon’s reign has
ended

Note the closing melody as the conclusion of all the Palace’s official videos

Palace Releases Photo of the Queen anPalace Releases Photo of the Queen an……

As darkness is encroaching, let us put on our spiritual armor,
strengthen ourselves and stand in the gap for others

The Ephesians 6 armor
Warfare and repentance prayers | Julie Whedbee
The Way of the Warrior | Graham Cooke
Remission of sins | Henry Gruver
Spiritual warfare | Win Worley

https://forthtell.wordpress.com/2015/10/10/will-i-am-arthur-philip-louis-forthtelling-portraits-of-a-wounded-prince-and-future-king/
https://nadeopname.wordpress.com/2017/03/11/de-antichrist/
https://www.rct.uk/collection/2315189/princess-elizabeth-later-queen-elizabeth-ii-b-1926
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoqHE_tVzo0
https://biblehub.com/kjvs/ephesians/6.htm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OO-7QN6HJnstVWTKyAth1S7kyk6V5INt9Y9WpV_Q2Tc/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fpWecWqQl4&t=1s
http://www.pdxprays.com/uploads/3/9/1/6/39160377/prayer_walking_handbook_-_henry_gruver.pdf
http://www.straitwaytruth.com/straitwaytruth-resources/Warfare-Prayers-Win-Worley.pdf
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Heavenly signs May 1st – May 9th

Aurora’s on the rise

While aurora’s are on the rise, these are still local (US). Worldwide aurora’s, dazzling lights and
red skies will be visible as a warning sign before the Exodus 2.0 plagues.

You can track them here.

Be mindful to discern the explanations given and take even ‘expert’ warnings to the Lord in
prayer.

1 / 24

https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2023/01/15/exodus-2-0-is-upon-us-repent-trust-and-obey/
https://auroraforecast.com/
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Matters of our heart

The strength I draw from the stories on this week’s calendar, is to learn to more fully rely on the
Lord’s personal leading, care and provision, while I’m being renewed and repositioned, tried
and matured. As Joshua was required to be come into a closer alignment with the Lord, and was
clothed anew before stepping into his inheritance with his people, so were David and his men.
The Lord called them to completely surrender their lives, including close relationships, their
sources of strength and provision, and prior occupations to humbly petition the Lord to guide
them forward and sustain them by faith on a daily basis.

Like those encircling Jericho, we’re in the process of encircling strongholds the enemy raises up
to prevent us from seizing our eternal inheritance and extending the Lord’s grace and mercy to
others, as he seeks to use us in his harvest of souls. The Lord is asking me to carefully consider
what these are in my life and submit to his healing, deliverance and strengthening more fully.
Fear of inadequacy, lack and rejection keep resurfacing and the Lord is asking me to humble
myself and follow his leading more closely, to walk by faith each day, not seeking to go ahead of
him or move in self-reliance, which I tend to do.

As one type of wall comes down on our calendar, another one is raised. Once enemy
fortifications around our hearts and minds crumble by faith in his redemptive power and the
Lord light is invited in to bring healing, deliverance and renewal, we’re assured that all that is
upheld by the Lord will remain and be sustained. Rahab’s household, positioned within the
very walls of an enemy stronghold, was upheld amidst the turmoil until she could safely leave
the once sustaining walls behind her! Her scarlet thread of redemption proved stronger than
any material force of destruction and the Lord’s promises to her, by faith, shockproof. Even
amidst mass destruction and shakings perceived with our natural senses, the Lord’s precision of
judgment is infallible and his eyes are on his sparrows. Like the priestly barley harvest, she was
set apart, drawn with cords of love, evident in her expressed faith.

And then, the Lord’s heavenly wall. To me, looking the beautiful stillness and structure of his
heavenly wall and trying to discern his rhythmic writings thereon, help me quiet my often
restless mind and encourage my heart. They speak of his redemption and everlasting love both
timelessly and timely, of his covering in light, of his meticulous planning, in stillness, beauty
and glory. By looking his heavens, the Lord can break my heart open as he speaks to me in a
way I can see and hear and experience closely, which is a tremendous struggle at times.

It’s like when you are physically separated from a loved one and by looking at the same heavens
at night, you can be reunited in mind and heart, share one space of thought, and physical
distance even time itself that separates you, disappears.

Prophetic words By Julie Wedbee:

This prophetic word fits our current timeframe of the siege on Jericho, as does this recent one. This
prophetic word clarifies the barley harvest as the Lord’s overcomers in Christ. In this prophetic word
the different end times groups are also distinguished.

Second Passover resources

The resources below are available if you’d like to verify the information on the calendar for its
accurate placement or dive deeper into a particular story and perhaps uncover hidden beauty or
meaning by the Spirit’s leading. It is not required reading – at all – and may come across as
overwhelming or burdensome because of the volume. If so, I sincerely apologize.

My previous articles about the Jericho march, Nehemiah’s wall and Second Passover

https://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2023/04/the-battle-is-raging.html
https://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2021/04/the-great-battle-between-two-kingdoms.html
https://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2020/05/powerful-will-you-be-transformed-first.html
https://iamcallingyounow.blogspot.com/2019/05/first-fruits-governing-body-and-choices.html?m=1
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Sand covered prophetic gems before Passover |
Update 4/19: On Iyar 7 Joshuaʼs walls came down,
Nehemiahʼs were finished

Videos accompanying this article | Part 1 of 2 Second

video series April 5th | Be Ye Ready and prophetic

update | Part 1 of 3 Third set of videos | High watch April

10-13 | Part 1 of 3 Fourth set of videos | Morning has

broken | April 16-17 | Part 1 of … Continue reading
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Overview month of Iyar, Joshua’s march on Jericho, dedication of Nehemiah’s walls

Second Passover encore | To you who fear my name

Updated 5/18 Original calendar | Ken Johnson | DSS

Essene Zadok Calendar 2021-22 Black font: prophetic

events | Teal font: celestial signs | Grey font: enemy

signaling, prophetic scenarios & world events As the

Lord grants us a Second Passover encore, to redeem a

remnant of precious time wisely unto maturing love,

faith, and obedience, we look up … Continue reading

 2Sabine Shares

Hezekiah’s open door, last year’s Second Passover signs in the heaven

Mayday Mayday Mayday | The Sonʼs time is up |
Comfort has departed

Videos about this article | Part 1 of 3 Spiritually, as our

blessed hope and expectation of the Lordʼs soon arrival

builds each day, we have also entered the midst of a

season of greatly heightened Satanic rituals, so weʼd

better arm up spiritually and remain in ‘lock stepʼ with

the Word and Spirit. The season … Continue reading

Sabine Shares

Enemy signaling: Alice’s Day in Wonderland (marked on May 4th). The IPGII opening scene
reflects the closing Passover door, using the Alice narrative and mind control hidden layers in its
structure.

Additional studies about Second Passover

Notes Tim Foster
My notes about parallels between Hezekiah & The Book of Revelation
Lisa Taylor | Second Passover
Living Waters | Second Passover part 1, part 2, part 3, part 4

https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2021/03/06/sand-covered-prophetic-gems-before-passover/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2021/03/06/sand-covered-prophetic-gems-before-passover/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2021/03/06/sand-covered-prophetic-gems-before-passover/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2021/03/06/sand-covered-prophetic-gems-before-passover/#comments
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2022/05/11/second-passover-encore-to-you-who-fear-my-name/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2022/05/11/second-passover-encore-to-you-who-fear-my-name/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2022/05/11/second-passover-encore-to-you-who-fear-my-name/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2022/05/11/second-passover-encore-to-you-who-fear-my-name/#comments
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2020/05/01/mayday-the-sons-time-is-up-comfort-has-departed/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2020/05/01/mayday-the-sons-time-is-up-comfort-has-departed/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2020/05/01/mayday-the-sons-time-is-up-comfort-has-departed/
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nBJWTlddh97MnGeDUVlrgJV7YtNQ0j7Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UGDwDep54xnQ6MUCXBGdz2Q4kvuB_Rew/view?usp=sharing
https://www.fivedoves.com/letters/apr2013/lisat419.htm
https://zedek.us/second-passover/
https://zedek.us/second-passover-2/
https://zedek.us/second-passover-3/
https://zedek.us/second-passover-4/
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Living Waters | The Man Child and Second Passover First fruits barley Revelation 14:4 are
commissioned in the priestly and kingly role of the Order of Melchizedek

Jericho

My notes on Rahab’s scarlet thread of redemption
Redmoonrapture.org | Parallels between the march on Jericho and the 7th seal silence in
heaven
E.W. Bullinger | Jericho, city of rebellion numerically
Endtimesand2019 | Jericho fell at the last trump (1 Corinthians 15:51-52)
The Open Scroll | Jericho, city of the fragrant Moon bride, the symbolism of Rahab’s scarlet
cord
Godskingdom.org | Jericho’s harvest of barley signifies sons of God (the Revelation 14:4
144K) Chapter 2: The barley harvest and overcomers in Christ (James 1:18, Revelation 14:4,
Romans 11:16, 1 Cor 15:23). The Holy Spirit is the defender of the barley remnant.
A shortage of barley (disappearance of the bride) implies spiritual and physical hunger
Revelation 6:6.
The Jericho march foreshadows the ‘manipulation of times and laws’ after the first bridal
departures, known as the ‘time of perplexity‘, when ‘times and laws’ will be given into our
adversary’s hands for a season and people will be completely debased (Daniel 7:25).

David arrives at the priests of Nob

After the harmonious covenant between David and Jonathan, a clash of kingdoms follows
regarding Saul

I understand the account in 1 Samuel 21 could be placed on the calendar this coming sabbath,
right after the recent solar eclipse (reflecting the meeting between David and Jonathan in 1
Samuel 20) and the subsequent new Moon banquet, where David is absent from Samuel’s table
(1 Samuel 20). I understand that David is no longer a high ranking military official under Saul’s
command, but is recommissioned by the Lord as a priest in the order of Melchizedek (affirmed
by Jonathan) to be strengthened and confirmed by Ahimelech. David and his men foreshadow
the two end times armies of Revelation 14 and 7.

Reading the Scriptures and commentaries on chapter 19 to 21.

In Chapter 19 the Holy Spirit fell on Saul. This is likely the final extension of the Lord’s grace
for the once anointed leader who has turned his heart from God and seeks to harm the
anointed David and anyone who side with him, even his son (resembling political, clerical
leaders on our time). The Lord beckons him to repent and wholeheartedly turn back to him
before judgment would fall and his spiritual and worldly authority would be transferred.
Saul’s repentance is short lived.
Chapter 20 speaks of a new Moon banquet (perhaps signified by last week’s eclipse reflecting
the beloved/David and covenant partner/Jonathan meeting in the barley harvest fields) and
the enemy’s hatred targeting even their own being exposed (cross-referenced in the
household division in Luke 21:16-17)
Chapter 21 appears to start David’s divine mission. Mark 2:26 confirms David had some of
his men with him on what is implied to be a holy mission (1 Sam 20:22 and 1 Sam 21:2).
The sabbath (when the shewbread was refreshed) is also spoken of in Mark 2:26, the account
where the Lord declares himself Lord of the Sabbath and the disciples handpicked or
gleaned some grain (most likely barley, the ‘pour men’s grain’) which was ‘in the ear’ and
was permitted to be gleaned as by this time the first fruits priestly offering had been waved
(in the case of barley that was on the first day after the sabbath after unleavened bread per
Lev 23, which we’ve just passed) and gleaning was permitted in case of hunger.
Prophetically, the hand-picking could also refer to the first end times harvest by the 144K, the
spiritual first fruits operating in the order of Melchizedek, like David would from chapter 21
onward.

https://zedek.us/second-passover-revisited/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10LlwkD6HB0yW09BBIzWLICaTtJFWKutt/view?usp=sharing
https://redmoonrapture.org/2017/06/06/heavenly-silence-seal-7/
https://levendwater.org/books/numbers/eight.htm
https://endtimesand2019.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/does-jericho-tell-us-when-the-rapture-happens/
https://theopenscroll.com/when_cometh/jericho.htm
https://godskingdom.org/studies/books/the-barley-overcomers/chapter-2-the-barley-harvest
https://godskingdom.org/studies/books/the-barley-overcomers/chapter-2-the-barley-harvest
https://godskingdom.org/studies/books/the-barley-overcomers/chapter-3-barley-stories
https://biblehub.com/interlinear/revelation/6-6.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4lMw4yuCqaBUWNNcDFKV0Vlajg/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-_t_NXmnrTukP05bygy4mXg
https://www.google.nl/books/edition/1_2_Samuel/Ti3E1LbGdOoC?hl=nl&gbpv=1&dq=1+samuel+20+david+esther+5:1&pg=PA234&printsec=frontcover
https://www.britannica.com/topic/shewbread
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David was given priestly shewbread (5 loaves, perhaps indicative of the 5 wise virgins and
priestly portion) and the sword by which he had severed Goliath’s head. These means were
authorized by the Lord whom Ahimelech had consulted (1 Samuel 22:10). 
In this brief study (a rabbinical perspective) the two kingships of Saul and David are
analyzed, as David’s kingdom is destined to clash with Saul’s at the onset of God’s kingdom
being established, symbolized by the arrows Jonathan shoots. This clash of kingdoms
appears to align with the judgment of the fig tree and the kingdom authority being given to
the Lord’s disciples at the time of the triumphal entry and the Lord commissioning and
empowering his elect upper roomers, spiritually.
1 Samuel 21 | David receives the consecrated bread on a sabbath as a priest and king in the
order of Melchizedek
Regarding the five loaves of holy bread David was given, we may draw a parallel with this
Old Testament account. Among the Lord’s wise women were the daughters of Zelophehad
(meaning ‘firstborn of the father’) who petitioned Moses for their rightful inheritance by
faith after their father’s death (Numbers 27, 36). After their entry into the promised land,
they petition Joshua to uphold Moses’ ruling. The battle of Jericho is Israel’s first collective
claim on the land. In the heavens these five wise daughters are associated with the Hyades
cluster in Taurus the Bull. These wise virgins fulfilled the prophecy of Jacob (Genesis 49:22)
as the fruitful branches exceeding expectations (running over the wall). To us, called to be
wise virgins also, we are called to actively strive toward our heavenly inheritance during our
earthly wilderness wanderings and promised land battles also (Matthew 11:12, Romans 2:7,
Galatians 3:26-28, Revelation 12:5a and b).
James D. Dwyer | Astronomy Of The Second Temple explanation of lunar sabbaths and the
Luke 6:1 and 1 Samuel 21 second sabbath of the month

John 21 | The Great Catch and Peter’s restoration

Resiliencegodstyle.com | The great catch of fish with the nets of resurrected faith in stead in
self-reliance. This account parallels Joshua being commissioned prior to Jericho.

Bob Deffinbaugh | What is this thing called love

The second Exodus

My article on the topic: Exodus 2.0 | Repent, trust, and obey

David C. Grabbe The Second Exodus part 1, part 2, part 3

The Revelation 12 Sign and Joshua’s inheritance

The first Wave Sheaf was likely not offered until 7 years after Joshua entered into the promised
land for the Leviticus 22 criteria could not be met prior. We are now in the 7th year after the
crowning of Venus and the Revelation 12 Sign, foreshadowing the birth of the man child (12:5a)
and her other seed (12:5b).

https://torahmitzion.org/learn/eve-of-renewal/
https://hermeneutics.stackexchange.com/questions/438/how-does-jesus-argument-from-david-and-the-showbread-work
https://www.topical-bible-studies.org/39-0008.htm
https://slideplayer.com/slide/13235628/
https://sabineshares.files.wordpress.com/2020/07/gmail-numbers-27-zelophehads-daughters-5-wise-and-bold-virgins-securing-their-fathers-name-rightful-inheritance-and-destiny-progressive-legislation-requested.pdf
https://www.hope-of-israel.org/crnotes.htm
https://resiliencegodstyle.com/the-one-that-got-away/
https://bible.org/seriespage/47-what-thing-called-love-john-211-25
https://sabineshares.wordpress.com/2023/01/15/exodus-2-0-is-upon-us-repent-trust-and-obey/
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/article/id/1251/second-exodus.htm
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/article/id/1337/second-exodus-part-two.htm
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/article/id/1350/second-exodus-part-three.htm
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/sermon/id/633/wavesheaf-requirements-joshua-5.htm
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Are you ready to meet your eternal Savior, Lord, and Bridegroom at a moment’s notice?

Will you follow his leading to depart from your old ways, step into his newness of life and
walk in love, faith, and obedience to the best of your ability?

If you are led to support me financially, I would be very grateful.

The first version of this article (April 24)

The updated version of this article (April 25th)
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